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When Keely Bennett's world is shattered by the suicide of her beloved husband, Richard, she and her nine-
year-old son Dylan have to start over. Her late husband's childhood friend, Mark Weaver, helps Keely settle
Richard's affairs and sweeps her into a whirlwind romance -- and eventually a comfortable suburban lifestyle
that includes marriage and a beautiful baby girl.
The darkness that clouded Keely's past has all but vanished. Yet Dylan, now a teenager, remains distant,
brooding and resentful of his stepfather and baby sister, Abby. Then history repeats itself, and her life is once
again thrown into chaos. But Keely's nightmare is just beginningŠfor the authorities are looking for a
murderer, and they already have a prime suspect: Dylan.
Refusing to believe her son is a killer, Keely vows to clear his name. But the prosecutor has a personal stake
in seeing Dylan convicted -- and her pleas for help from the police fall on deaf ears. To save her son, Keely
must rely on herself. But she is far from alone; someone is watching her every move. When her investigation
threatens to uncover a conspiracy of secrets and corruption, she is suddenly plunged into the path of danger -
- and into the sights of a ruthless killer who will stop at nothing to ensure the truth stays buried forever....
Seamlessly weaving a psychological portrait of the bond between a mother and son with the breathless
intrigue of a murder mystery, Not Guilty is a novel that finds Patricia MacDonald at the height of her
celebrated powers.
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From reader reviews:

William Grimm:

The ability that you get from Not Guilty could be the more deep you excavating the information that hide
within the words the more you get considering reading it. It does not mean that this book is hard to
comprehend but Not Guilty giving you excitement feeling of reading. The writer conveys their point in
certain way that can be understood by anyone who read the item because the author of this e-book is well-
known enough. That book also makes your own personal vocabulary increase well. So it is easy to
understand then can go together with you, both in printed or e-book style are available. We advise you for
having this specific Not Guilty instantly.

Jamie Leal:

Hey guys, do you wants to finds a new book to learn? May be the book with the name Not Guilty suitable to
you? The actual book was written by well known writer in this era. The actual book untitled Not Guiltyis the
one of several books in which everyone read now. This particular book was inspired many people in the
world. When you read this e-book you will enter the new dimensions that you ever know previous to. The
author explained their idea in the simple way, consequently all of people can easily to recognise the core of
this publication. This book will give you a lots of information about this world now. To help you see the
represented of the world in this particular book.

Louise Guest:

The book untitled Not Guilty contain a lot of information on this. The writer explains her idea with easy
means. The language is very straightforward all the people, so do certainly not worry, you can easy to read
this. The book was written by famous author. The author gives you in the new age of literary works. It is
easy to read this book because you can continue reading your smart phone, or device, so you can read the
book inside anywhere and anytime. If you want to buy the e-book, you can open their official web-site as
well as order it. Have a nice examine.

John Bonilla:

Many people spending their time by playing outside using friends, fun activity having family or just
watching TV 24 hours a day. You can have new activity to pay your whole day by reading a book. Ugh, do
you think reading a book really can hard because you have to use the book everywhere? It alright you can
have the e-book, having everywhere you want in your Mobile phone. Like Not Guilty which is finding the e-
book version. So , why not try out this book? Let's view.
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